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Q-2066

Beginner

Sparkle
Christmas Tree Carpet

42 X 42” (107 x 107 cm) 

FABRIC REQUIREMENT:
Fabrics from series „Sparkle”, 44” (112 cm) 
wide and „Sevilla”, 59” (150 cm) wide.

OTHER SUPPLIES:
Batting: Matilda’s Own 99M600, 94” (240 cm) wide  45” (115 cm)
   
In addition: Matching sewing and quilting thread.

The Basics: Whenever this symbol  appears in the directions, you will find a detailed
explanation for ”Sewing Basics” in the website www.stoffabrics.com under Inspiration.

CUTTING :
¼ ” (0,75 cm) seam allowance is included.

Fabric A:   1 Square  12½ x 12½” (31,5 x 31,5 cm)
Fabric A & B:   4 Squares  6½ x 6½” (16,5 x 16,5 cm)
Fabric A,C,D,E:  4 Squares   7 x 7” (17,5 x 17,5 cm)

Fabric B:   4 Squares   3½ x 3½” (9 x 9 cm)
Fabric D: 24 Squares   3½ x 3½” (9 x 9 cm)
Fabric C & E: 12    Squares   3½ x 3½” (9 x 9 cm)

Fabric F:   4 Strips   2¾ x 44” (7 x 112 cm) Binding

Danish Design
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A      4596-001
16" (40 cm)

C      4596-012
12” (30 cm)

B      4596-005
8” (20 cm)

F      4596-013
14” (35 cm)

D      4596-016
16” (40 cm)

E      4596-017
12” (30 cm)

G      2758-046
45” (115 cm)

SEWING OF QUILT TOP:    Seam allowance is 1/4” (0,75 cm).

Join the half triangle squares in 
fabric A+C, A+D & A+E. 
Start by drawing a diagonal line
on back side of fabric A from left
bottom corner to right top corner. 
Now sew on each side of this 
drawn line. Cut at drawn line 
and two squares are made, see 
sketch.

Now position these half triangle squares together with the squares in fabric A, also the big cen-
ter square in fabric A, and in fabric B according to layout on page 3.
Join the squares and the center piece is created.

Next join the small squares in fabric D, C, D & E for outer border according to layout on page 3. 
Join 12 strips like this. Join three of these strips twice and sew these strips on the left and right 
side of the center piece.
Again join three strips and join a square in fabric B at each end twice. Join these strips to the 
top & bottom of the center piece.

The quilt top is created.

QUILTING AND BINDING:

Layer top, batting and backing in fabric G and baste the pieces.
Quilt as you prefer by hand or by machine . 
Sew top binding in fabric F .  

We wish you much success and pleasure with our fabrics and pattern.
Your Team from stoffabrics.
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Binding is 
fabric F


